We study asymptotic properties of the log-periodogram semiparametric estimate of the memory parameter d for non-stationary time series (d ~ 1/1), extending the results of Robinson (1995) for stationary and invertible Gaussian processes. We generalize the definition of the memory parameter d for non-stationary processes in terms of the (successively) differentiated series. We obtain that the log-periodogram estimate is asymptotically normal for d E ['/1/1,,) and still consistent for d E ['h , 1). We show that with adequate data tapers, a modified estimate is consistent and asymptotically normal distributed for any d, including both non-stationary and non-invertible processes. The estimates are invariant to the presence of deterministic trends, without any need of estimation.
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case. We find that in the Gaussian case the log-periodogram estimate is asymptotically normal for d < ~ and still consistent for d < 1. Here we are trying to approximate a different function than in the stationary situation, explaining the discrepancy with respect to the estimates which use previously differentiated observations. When we taper the periodogram wit,h the cosine window, as suggested by Hurvich and Ray (1995) , we adapt Velasco (1997) results to show that the estimate is asymptotical1y normal even for d < ~.
We also consider a general non-stationary model for any d ~ ~' where the presence of deterministic time trends is allowed and show that it is possible to design data tapers which deliver asymptotic normal distributed estimates of d. The main idea is the same as in, e.g. Zhurbenko (1979 Zhurbenko ( , 1980 Zhurbenko ( and 1982 , Robinson (1986) or Dahlhaus (1988) , who showed that certain tapers or data windO\vs al10w statistical inference in the presence of non-stationary properties at certain frequencies. Their analyses used the improved converge properties of the spectral window of sorne tapers and \ve will require those and sorne other special features to deal with the stochastic trends of non-stationary processes. The same principIe will make the estimates robust to deterministic time trends up to certain order, avoiding any trend specification, testing or estimation as in most of non-stationary inference literature, both with the autoregressive approach (e.g. Durlauf and Phillips (1988) ) or in the fractional differencing framework (Robinson (1994b) ). Related ideas al1O\v also the estimation of d ~ -~ for non-invertible processes that may arise in overdifferencing to eliminate stochastic and deterministic trends. These properties enable us to abstract from deterministic behaviours and concentrate on the stochastic trends and their implications on the non-invertibility (d ~ -~), non-stationarity (d ~ ~), mean reversion (d < 1), etc., of the observed time series.
Final1y, \ve analyse empirical1y the performance of the estimates for finite sample sizes. We show how to base a choice of the degree of tapering, identifying \vhen it produces biased estimates for all possible choices of a bandwidth parameter. Then we illustrate the theory with the application of the log periodogram estimate with different degrees of tapering and bandwidth choices to two macroeconomic time series.
The paper is'organized as follows. First we give the main assumptions and definitions. In Section 3 we study the non-tapered situation and in Section 4 \ve analyse the cosine bell window taper. Then we consider in Section 5 a general model for non-stationary time series and suitable data windows and in Section 6 we apply the same methods for the non-invertible situation. In Section 7 we analyse the performance of the estimates proposed for simulated and real data. Then we conclude and give sorne proofs in three appendices.
This last expression is now equivalent to Assumption 3 in Robinson (1994a) and was used also by Velasco (1997) to study the behaviour of the tapered periodogram for stationary long memory time series. Both assumptions are satisfied with Q = 2 if fe is the spectral density of a stationary, invertible fractional ARIMA process or fractional Gaussian noise, when d > ~, so d -1 E (-~, ~). With d = ~, lOt is not invertible but stationary.
AIso, both Assumptions 1 and 2 imply that r(A) is bounded aboye and away from zero and is continuous in an interval (O,e) , e > O. Assumption 3 In a neighbourhood (O,e) 
of the origin, fe(A)is differentiable and
Then f(A) has first derivative satisfying (cf. Assumption 2 of Robinson (1995) in the stationary case d < ~), (4) These assumptions could have been formulated in terms of the functions r and/or f, since we are precisely interested in the implications they have on the function f, (2) to (4) . However, \Ve did not find appropriate to make assumptions directly on f or r, since these functions have not immediate and clear statistical interpretation as fe has.
Define the discrete Fourier transform of X t , Aj = 2"j In, for n observations, t = 1, ... , n, This result is valid only for d < 1 and makes sense with Hurvich and Ray (1995) observation that the bias of the periodogram decreases as j grO\vs only for d < 1 (but otherwise increases).
The intuition why the normalized periodogram is unbiased (and the discrete Fourier transforms at different frequencies are asymptotical1y uncorrelated) for non-stationary time series is the fol1O\ving. It is possible to show that the expectation of the periodogram can be \vritten like in the stationary case, as a convolution of f and the Fejér kernel where now f is a non integrable function (so it is not a spectral density). However, Fejér kernel K(A) has zeroes of order 2 for al1 Fourier frequencies Aj, j :f. O (mad n), and this will compensate for any pole in f (,\) at the origin of order less than 3, Le. d < ~, just using the integrability of f outside the origin, implied by the integrability of the spectral density f,. This implies bounded expectation for the normalized periodogram for d < ~ at Aj, but only unbiasedness for d < 1 when j is increasing with n.
:\'O\v \Ve can show the consistency of d when d < 1:
Theorem 2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, Et Gaussian and as n -t 00, (6) d is consistent for d.
Proof. From Theorem 1, for d < 1 and frequencies Aj, j =e, ... ,m, with eincreasing slowly with n, from (6), the normalized discrete Fourier transforms of X t have exactly the same first two moments structure as in the stationary and invertible case (-t < d < t). Then, given the Gaussianity assumption for E¡, the Fourier transforms are also Gaussian distributed because they: are a linear combination of Gaussian variables from (5). Then, fol1owing Remark 8 of Robinson (1992) , the estimate of d < 1 will be consistent with condition (6) .
• 'Ve observe that the trimming has to be more important (Le. eincreasing faster) as d approaches 
Then, the speetral kernel for the tapered periodogram, eorresponding to Fejér kernel K(A) for the periodogram is
] H;(A).
\vhere DT(A) is the equivalent of the Diriehlet kernel D(A) in the non tapered case, from (8) equal to with
Then KT(A) is even, positive, integrates to one and satisfies (see, e.g., Bloomfield (1976) or Hannan (1970, p. 265)):,
These properties derive from the faet that sUP.\,n IDT(A)I = O(min {n,n-2IAI-3}). From this prop erty of KT, the tapered periodogram have improved asymptotie properties with respeet to the usual periodogram, sinee the tails of the kernel KT (A) deerease mueh faster with the frequeney and with the sample size that the tails of Fejér kernel K. Therefore, we will be able to reduce the bias of the periodogram on the tails, even for frequencies close to a singularity and non-integrable funetions, if they are smooth enough.
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Theorem 
Introduction
Statistical inference for stationary long range dependent time series is often based on semiparametric estimates that avoid parameterization of the short run behaviour. One of most .popular semiparametric estimates in the frequency domain is the log-periodogram regression, proposed initially by Geweke and
Porter-Hudak (1983). Robinson (1995) showed the consistency and asymptotic normality of a version of that estimate for stationary and invertible Gaussian vector time series. He assumed that the spectral density f(>") of the observed stationary sequence satisfies for one constant O < C < 00,
where For sample size n =oliV, iV integer, the weights given by the Parzen window and L:~=1 (hi)2 '" consto n. Zhurbenko (1979) use the data weights {hn suggested by Kolmogorov,
where the coefficients Cp,N(t) are given by 
Under 
This is equivalent to Assumption 1 in Robinson (1995) when j is the spectral density of X t (stationary)
and d E (-t, ~). See also Remark 3.1 in Giraitis et al. (1997) . 'Ve no\\' analyse the covariance matrix of the (normalized) tapered Fourier transform with tapers of order p. 'Ve obtain that the periodogram is unbiased for any d < p. The main problem here are the covariance terms: tapering destroys the orthogonality of the sine and cosine functions and the solution we employed for the cosine taper is no longer valido Therefore, we are led to consider frequencies which are mO\'ing closer somewhat slower than n -1.
Theorem 6
Under Assumptions 2 and
Rere Ak = Zk -Z, Z = {J/(m-en:Lk Zk and Zk = -2IogAk' The number m is an integer smaller than n and eis a user-chosen trimming number. In the asymptotics both numbers tend to infinity with the sample size n, but more slowly.
The main idea to show that Robinson (1995) results go through in the non-stationary case
is to analyse the asymptotic behaviour of the discrete Fourier transform of X t for frequencies Aj, e< j :S m. \Ve will show that under sorne assumptions this behaviour is equivalent to the stationary case. Therefore, assuming Gaussianity for the tk 's, we could repeat the steps in Robinson (1995) to obtain the consistency and asymptotic distribution of the log periodogram estimate of the parameter d for non-stationary processes. This is possible, because the proof of Theorem 3 in Robinson (1995) only uses the error in the estimation of the covariance matrix of the discrete Fourier transforms at low frequencies and the Gaussianity of the discrete Fourier transform of X t (implied by (5)).
The cOYariance matrix of W(Aj) can be studied in a similar \Vayas in the stationary framework, extending Hurvich and Ray's (1995) analysys of the expectation of the periodogram. However, due to a bias problem, the same results as in Robinson (1995) 
Non-tapered periodogram
In this section we analyse the asymptotic properties of d as defined previously in terms of the raw (non-tapered) periodogram. \Ve analyse the univariate case for simplicity, but the multivariate model does not involve new ideas and can be dealt with as in Robinson (1995) , since the relationships between the elements of the spectral density matrix of tt will go through for a matrix function f(A), although the interpretation will be different.
Cnder Assumptions 1 and 3, the conditions on the behaviour of the function f(>') at the origin of 
N on-invertible processes
Differencing the observed time series is an effective way of reducing the magnitude. of the memory parameter d and the maximum order of any polynomial deterministic trend. However, differencing to remove deterministic or stochastic trends may lead to non-invertible stationary time series satisfying (1) with d ~ -t. 
e2 (1- 
where 1j J1 is the digamma lunction 1j J1 (x) = dd log f(x).
x Proof. Further to the comments in the proof of the pre\'ious theorem, from equation (5.1i) in Robinson (1995), \Ve need the error terms in the covariance matrix to be o(m- 1 / 2 ) and that eis tending to infinity slO\ver than m (only possible for d < t). From Theorem 1, (7) is sufficient for that.
• :\"ote that this result for d < t is exactly the same as in the stationary case, and that the asymptotic distribution does not depend on any unknown parameter. However when d is ver)' close to the boundary t the choice of the numbers eand m is very limited by the first condition in (7), and wil! depend on the As both functions, K(A) and KT(A), integrate to one, there has to be a trade off between the behaviour of the kernels at the origin and at the tails, Le., the tails of KT are less thicker than those of Defining ;¡r now as
and using Theorem 4, we can obtain, similarly to Theorem 3, "'HU lO -;JV UH LH\:: Ul:>L lUW Ul L' 11:)Ul\::.lo H\:: \;aU UU:>\::l V\:: LUaL LUt: Ull:)l:)t:l LUt: UIUt:l jJ, LUt: "'HUULtlt:l is the transition in the extremes of the taper weights in the observed interval 1, ... , n. The results of the simulation exercise are summarised in Table I is defined as before in terms of the spectral density of the stationary sequence €~s). 
where p(r)(t) are polynomials in t of order 1" -1, pJj(t) is a polynomial of order s and e~*) = ti s ) -/l has zero mean and the same spectral density as ti s ).
\Ve consider now the discrete Fourier transform of the tapered series htX t ,
\Ve think of the term (la) as a nuisance term which comprises the information in {Xdf from the pasto To make inferences about d \Ve need to eliminate this dependence on the past or on the initial conditions as \ve did when s = 1, making this expression equal to zero, at least for certain frequencies Aj, using certain orthogonality properties of the weights h t , Le.
t=l Observe than in the case s = 1 we have only required that L:Z:1 h t exp(iAjt) = O, because we were assuming /l =O, so we only need to eliminate the infiuence from the polynomial p(l) (t) =1 of order O (a constant with respect to t) and both the raw and cosine bell-tapered Fourier transforms satisfy that condition (but not any of higher order).
The definition of X t in terms of the s-th integration of a stationary process, allows the inclusion of not only s unit roots but also of deterministic time trends up to order S. Then, if condition (12) holds, these trends are removed in the calculation of w T (Aj) without need of estimate them by any means.
an indication that the memory of the series is bigger that the value of p used, so we need to use higher order tapers (or differentiate). In Figure 4 we repeat the same exercise as before, but now differencing the original series (d = .45) two, three and four times. In each case only the procedures with p > Idl -1 give consistent estimates, taking into account that no deterministic trends are presento It can be observed that in all cases the leakage from high frequencies when m is big leads to positive biases.
\\'e now illustrate all these points with two data sets. They are taken from Engle and Granger (198i) and correspond to the logs of the ÜS Consumer Price Index and production worker wages in manufacturing over the 50, 60 and iO's. These are monthly observations and \ve have n = 360 observations. \\'e have calculated as before all d¡; from mp = 12 to nl4 ~ 88, with steps of 4, so for p =4 and m p = 12 \Ve only use 3 points to carry out the regression. In Figure 5 \ve plot the logarithm of the tapered periodogram with p = 2 and 3, since in previous studies it has been sustained that these series have t\VO unit roots. \Ve can see how for the \vages series there is a significant seasonal (monthly) component that will condition all the analyses that use frequencies above 1227f (Le. Aj with j 2 30).
Therefore, we will expect an important negative bias for all estimates of d we report when m 2 30, i.e.
for all but the first 5 estimates d¡; for each p. In the case of the prices series the seasonal component is much less clear, but in any case, the use' of large m will probably cause serious downwards bias.
For the wag~s series we give the results of the analysis in Figure 6 . In the first row we plot the 
and hence
where p is defined adequately to make J( Z integrate to one and it can be seen to be very close to 1 for p and N big enough (see Zhurbenko (1980) 
(-\) and J(Z(-\).
We will only consider tapers symmetric around n/2, with max h t = 1. \Ve say then that a sequence of data tapers {htli is of order p if the following two conditions are satisfied:
• For .Y = n/p (which we assume integer),
where a(-\) is a complex function, whose modulus is bounded and bounded away from zero, with p -1 derivatives, all bounded in modulus as n increases for -\ E [-'" 7r] .
• For a function b =b(n), O < b < 00, "in > O, Then, it is immediate to obtain that and Also we have that D~ (-\jp) has zeroes of order p and that thanks to Gaussian and
as n -t 00, where the exponent of m is tending to t as p increases, so the trimming required is not specially big, because the bias is reduced.
Proof of Theorem 8. First, we observe that for any d the uniform bound for the bias errors in the covariance matrix of the tapered discrete Fourier transforms at the frequencies considered in the eter d, including non-stationary situations (d ~ ~) with deterministic trends, and non-invertible (d ~ -t) time series.
• We have described what are the ultimate reasons why certain tapering schemes are resistant to particular non-stationary behaviours, but not to all. As Robinson (1986, p. 242) and Zhurbenko (19¡9) remark, the benefits of tapering only show up for certain data windows but not by tapering the data with any general smooth function.
• The results of this paper can be applied directly to obtain the asymptotic properties of nonparametric spectral estimates of functions f (of discrete average type) for fixed (Fourier) frequencies a\vay from the origin, showing why traditional spectral nonparametric methods work in nonstationary situations for which they were not designed in first instance, justifying the conjecture of Robinson (1986, p. 246 ). This also confirms the observation of Granger (1966) about the shape of the spectral density of possibly non-stationary economic time series estimated from the original data.
• The bounds for the moments of the discrete tapered Fourier transform for non-stationary processes obtained in this paper are only valid when evaluated at sorne particular Fourier frequencies Ajp, O < j < N since it is only there where the spectral kernel of the Fourier transform (Fejér kernel, if not tapered) has special properties. Thus, they do not extend for any continuously smoothed estimate of f or tapered autocovariances, and only to non-stationarity in other frequencies different from zero if they coincide with a suitable Fourier frequency.
• \\'e have shown how to apply these theoretical findings to the analysis of real data, gaining great insight on the underlying structure of the observed time series without a priori assumptions.
• It is very likely that the results of this paper about the asymptotic properties of the tapered periodogram can be be adapted to carry out statistical inference for other semiparametric and parametric models of non-stationary (and non-invertible) observations without explicit specification of the degree of non-stationarity (non-invertibility).
• The estimation for multivariate time series follows immediately as in Robinson (1995) , adapting his assumptions for the differenced stationary time series €t. The extension of the asymptotic theory for the log-periodogram estimate to non-Gaussian time series can be analysed under related conditions to those used in Velasco (1997).
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and with p big enough (p > Idl + ~) such that as n -+ 00,
The exact choice of p to obtain a bound O(j-l), say, can be made explicit, but it will depend on d and on the asymptotic relationship between j, k and n, so that A(k -+ O. Hence, with the definition of d¡; as in the preyious section, using exactly the same arguments as for Theorems 3, 5 or 8, Theorem 10 Under the assumptions 01 Theorem 9, X t Gaussian and p big enough such that
The last condition in (16) 
Empírical results
In this section we describe briefiy the practical implementation of the previous estimates of the memory parameter d, with both simulated and real non-stationary data. We will concentrate on Zhurbenko- 
Proof. Considering the íntervals of integratíon The conclusions that we can draw of this and other related simulations we performed, and which will guide further analysis and comments are
• Except for yery large samples sizes, there seems not to be special advantage in taking T) > 1.
• \Ve would expect positive bias for small m, and negative bias for big m.
Of course, this \vould be conditioned by the presence of other significant features in the dynamics of the process, like seasonal and cyclical components which may dominate the shape of f(>") at certain frequencies. It is important to note that model (1) This behaviour has been observed in aH simulations and could be regarded, among other problems, as increase the value of m, aH estimates produce much smaller estimates to a different degree depending on how robust they are to leakage. One interesting point for this series, is that Jf starts to have an equivalent behaviour to df; with p = 3,4 when we have removed a quadratic trend, but not with only a linear one. This might indicate that for this series it is likely the presence of a' quadratic deterministic trend.
For the prices series we give the analysis in Figure 8 . Here the method is the same as with the wages. Again, from the original series, and looking at the estimates with smal1 m, the memory of the series seems to be between 1.8 and 2.2. The estimate d[ has problems to estimate the memory, since d > 1. When ,ve take into account estimates with much bigger values of m, al1 estimates but df give quite different answers than those using only low frequencies as with the wages series. Given that dI
gives the same answers as the estimates p = 3,4 with the original series and also with a linear trend removed, and that when a quadratic trend is removed Jf seems to start to estimate less memory than before, \Ve confirm that the quadratic trend is not appropriate here.
To finish the analysis we study what happens when we differentiate the observed time series enough number of times. In Figure i we give this analysis when we differentiate the wages series from one to three times. The estimates of the memory of the original series we report are Ji; for the transformed series plus the number of differences taken. These results confirm the previous remarks, specially the comments about the choice of m. With one difference, al1 estimates p > 1 give similar answers, in the line with the previous analysis. Now Jf seems not to have problems, since in the case that a quadratic trend were present in the original series, it deals appropriately with the remaining linear trend in the "differenced" one. When we differentiate twice, so df is consistent assuming that the original series had memory around 2 and a quadratic trend, it estimates d aboye 1.6 for the relevant choices of m, confirming the previous detrending analysis. When we differentiate three times, the estimate with p = 1 is no longer able to deal with the strong non-invertibility, in the sense that it cannot avoid the leakage from higher frequencies towards the zero at f(O).
An equivalent analysis for the prices series is given in Figure 9 below. Here, if we differentiate once, so df is ~onsistent assuming that the original series had memory slightly less than 2 and a linear trend, it gives estimates around 1.8, agreeing with the previous analysis. When we differentiate twice or three times, Jf starts, in fact, to estimate slightly less memory than before, indicanting an excess of differentiation and that the deterministic quadratic factor is probably not present in the series.
which making a change of variable is equal to and this is not greater than a constant times 1l"JP -
/ -trJP
\"ext, using the discussion after Assumption 2, if a E (1,2],
since KJ is even and we are integrating in a symmetric interval around O. Now, with a E (1,2], 9 Appendix A: Proof of Theorems 1 and 6
Proof of Theorem 1. \Ve ean write the moments of the Fourier transform in terms of the funetion f(A), as if it were the speetral density of the non-stationary series X t . Now the expeetation of the
Repeating the same arguments for the sums in exp{ -iAjt Z } exp{ ik 2 A} 1 \Ve get
For the other moments of the diserete Fourier transform, it where D n (A) = L~=1 e >. is Diriehlet kernel. Final1y using the properties of DJ(>..) , the term logn appearing when p = 2 only. Finally
were the first term on the right hand side is
The second term (20) 
and exactly the same bound hold as before for .-1, since the two sine functions behave asymptotically in a similar way in this range of values of >.., i.e.
Therefore the bound for part (b) fo11ows.
Let srudy now the covariance term, (24) símílarly to the statíonary case. like íf 1(>") were the pseudo-spectrum of X t and usíng the correspondíng spectral kernel for taperíng. 1!.~2>';P + l: 
The first term is 
Then, for n and E chosen as before, for the following intervals in (24) 
Therefore, the only difference with respect to the previous integral for (a) in the restricted interval [-¡¡j, ¡¡j] is the cross product IHj(A)Hj (-A)I. However, the same bounds as before hold for each of the H J functions, so we obtain the equivalent result and the same bound for that integral as for B. The contribution from the other intervals is from Velasco Here we can proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2 of Robinson (1995) , since the time series is not invertible, but stationary, so the spectral density is \vell defined, and for example for the expectation of the periodogram we want to study the difference \Ve can consider the following intervals of integration as in the proof of Theorem 6, for the same choice of é,
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Therefore, the bound is O((jk)d-Plogj), following part (c) of the theorem.
A similar procedure for the last covariance term in the theorem corresponding to (d),
can be followed easily, obtaining the same bound as for (c), since we do not need to distinguish between frequencies >"jp and >"kp too close.
•
Appendix B: Proof of Theorem 4
The proof of this theorem follows the lines of the previous one with p =3, though the cosine bell is not of order 3 (but 1), except for the integration of the convolutions around the origin of f. Alternatively, we can use the proof of Theorem 2 in Velasco (1996) for the tapered Fourier transform using the cosine bell for stationary processes, taking special care of those intervals.
For part (a), we consider the normalized expectation of the tapered periodogram is now 
for sorne constant c. Similarly, since a-= O(n/j), 
Identical bounds can be obtained when we split the interval [3>'jp/2, E] using a sequence 6 n . Next < Finally, using Assumption 3 and the mean value theorem, for 1>'
;\'OW, it remains to find the optimal choice of 6(n). This is given when 6;;2djl-2 p = 6~-2Pnl-2p, so 6 n --(t)~ , n so the bounds are
, the exponent of n is positive, but for d fixed, can be made arbitrarily small with p big enough, and the exponent of j is negative, and can be made as big as we want in absolute value, increasing p as necessary.
For the covariance terms the reasoning is exactly the same as, for example, in Theorem 6, using Lemmas 1 and 2, and considering the intervals with the optimal sequence 6 n to control the leakage from high frequencies.
• Lf: 
. . 
